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The percentage of criminal cases are increasing day by day but there are lot of things being
introduced in the market that help in extending the safety and security of your home and one such
thing is key lock boxes. These boxes provide you with maximum security coverage. They are very
much safe and are made from heavy duty metal and fitted with the best core locks.

All key lock boxes as well as digital key lock boxes are made of rust proof, shock proof, dust proof,
water proof material and can withstand any pressure and shock. These boxes available contain
around five keys. You can easily set combination of keys in numbers or alphabets or both. It is very
easy to place the lock anywhere on the wall. It can be mounted using brackets, screws and other
things that can secure it.

Advantages of key boxes include:

=> Need not to hide them anywhere in the house

=> Availability of combination lock

=> Keep your things safe and keep you tension free

=> Independence in moving freely without having to think that other family member will be locked
out.

=> Other members of the family can also have excess to the house if they know the right security
code.

=> The worry of kids losing the house key is also obsolete as they can just use the key box and
have access to the pair of key inside it.

There are many companies that deal in key lock boxes. You have the option of either digital number
combination or the alphabetic combination which can be opened only with the correct code. They
also have the facility to change time and there is no fix on how many number of time you can
change the combination. There is no need of using any special tool to set the security code as it just
need a punch in the code to set everything as usual.

A criminal mind neither can hack the keypad nor can access the security code. Key lock boxes with
latest design with all the updated technology can be found browsing several websites online.
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